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hm106c bench with polished brass base 

hm106 Quiet Seating

Magnus Long’s hm106 Quiet Seating collection 
of exquisitely proportioned benches and sofas, 
have a looping angular under-frame supporting 
an upholstered seat, cantilevered at both ends.

Available in three lengths and two depths, 
the deeper pieces have an option for a low 
backrest. The frame is available in solid oak 
or light grey powder coated steel, and the 
collection can be upholstered in a wide range 
of fabrics, vinyls and leathers. Multi-tone 
upholstery is available - seats and backs can 
be specified in different fabrics or leathers. The 
collection includes three tables; a high table 
for laptops, and two low side and coffee tables 
with black soft touch laminate tops.

Since studying furniture and product design 
at Nottingham Trent University and exhibiting 
his first designs at the Milan Salone in 2005, 
Magnus Long has rapidly gained recognition as 
one of London’s most accomplished designers. 
Having co-founded the prolific and award-
winning design collective Viable London, he 
formally established his own practice in 2012 to 
design furniture and products that are ‘positive, 
understandable and relevant to their audience’ 
for both contract and domestic markets. He is 
an associate lecturer at Central Saint Martins 
University.

Long’s hm106 Quiet Seating developed from 
one of his furniture designs for the celebrated 
CSM King’s Cross campus that opened in 2012.

In 2016, hm106 was awarded the Design Guild 
Mark; the same year Long’s hm108 Plump 
collection was launched.

DGM158

‘The original idea for the cantilevered, linear 
quiet bench came from watching how people 
mark-out zones for themselves on benches 
with their bags or books. It’s an obvious 
observation but it is interesting to see how 
people use large flat seating spaces, especially 
from above where you can look down and see 
the different ‘territory’ marked out.’ - Magnus 
Long

The collection was awarded a Design Guild 
Mark in 2016. 

For more information, click here.
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hm106b and h benches with hm86e chair and
hm68b and p tables



hm106b with 106n table and 106m laptop table



hm106d bench



hm106b benches with hm107c tablehm106b bench with hm107c table and hm58b chairs

hm106a benches with hm107b bamboo tables hm106c bench with hm107c table and hm58a 
chairs in laquered raw steel



hm106e with walnut base



hm106b and h with oak base



hm106 Quiet Seating

design: Magnus Long
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Showroom
2nd floor
12 Greenhill Rents
London EC1M 6BN

Factory and HQ
Alma House
301 Alma Road
Enfield EN3 7BB
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